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Key information
Product Owner Statement
Certificate type

Meetrics is a global ad verification company that provides technical solutions which increase
the quality of digital media and enhance the effectiveness of online marketing campaigns.
Alongside the measurement of the viewability of online ads Meetrics’ technology offers the
opportunity to verify environments and target groups as well as the detection of fraudulent
activities. Within the Ad Attention Manager, clients are able to see all efficiency metrics on an
intuitive real-time dashboard. Our viewability products are also accredited by the MRC for both
display and video measurement.

Compliance

Associate Category
Viewability

Period


We confirm that the results fairly reflect the test programme carried out and our current
capabilities.

October 2015


If you have any further questions or want to learn more about our Ad Attention Manager, do not
hesitate to get in touch.

ABC Audit Opinion
In our opinion Ad Attention Manager is capable of counting viewable impressions in
accordance with the JICWEBS Viewability Product Principles (Version 2, effective July 2015)
for the scenarios indicated under the ABC Test Results on page 2 of this certificate. In this
context “capable” means that, once configured correctly, the product consistently measures
and reports as expected under the relevant scenarios.

Contact details
Meetrics GmbH
Alexanderstr. 7
10178
Berlin
+49 30 555 7578 55
berlin@meetrics.com

Meetrics GmbH
ABC Ref: 24050/CA:20151123/ASSVIEWv22/47784367

More Information
www.abc.org.uk/viewability
www.jicwebs.org

This certificate is supported by the following organisations

Ad Attention Manager
Product Disclosures
No. JICWEBS Principle

Disclosure

The product vendor must disclose any scenarios where modelling is
2.2 used to estimate viewability instead of the product measuring it
None used.
directly.

2.3

The product vendor must disclose any user-initiated actions, such as
clicks, used as a proxy for viewability and explain the steps taken to
None used.
ensure that counting such actions does not inflate counts, for
example through double counting.

3

Product vendors must disclose whether they measure the ad itself or
The ad itself.
the ad container.

4

Product vendors must disclose at what point the measurement of
viewability occurs in relation to asset render, i.e. whether pre, during Measurement is determined post the ad creative loading.
or post delivery of the content creative.

Our programme did not specifically confirm these statements other than ensuring results obtained were (or were not) as expected in each scenario.

ABC Test Results
Did the product perform as expected in the following behaviour scenarios?
Scenarios
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Ad is served
within multiple
(up to 3) crossdomain
IFRAMEs

Browser is
moved off
screen

Page is
scrolled

Browser is
resized

Opening
another
browser hides
existing
browser

Opening
another tab
hides existing
tab

Firefox (Windows)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Chrome (Windows)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not tested

Yes

IE11 (Windows)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Safari (OS X)

Yes

Not tested

Yes

Yes

Not tested

Not tested

Not tested

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Ad is served
within multiple
(up to 3) crossdomain
IFRAMEs

Browser is
moved off
screen

Page is
scrolled

Browser is
resized

Opening
another
browser hides
existing
browser

Opening
another tab
hides existing
tab

7.
Opening
another
application
causes
browser to
lose focus

Firefox (Windows)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Chrome (Windows)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not tested

Yes

IE11 (Windows)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Safari (OS X)

Yes

Not tested

Yes

Yes

Not tested

Not tested

Not tested

Standard Ad Format
Browsers

7.
Opening
another
application
causes
browser to
lose focus

Scenarios

Large Ad Format
Browsers

Notes
“Not tested” shows where a particular test, in the stated browser, was not possible due to technical limitations in the testing and should not be
considered a limitation of the product.
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Ad Attention Manager
ABC’s Viewability Certification Programme
Objective
The objective of ABC’s testing is to verify whether a product is capable of counting viewable impressions in accordance with the JICWEBS Viewability
Product Principles (Version 2, effective July 2015). For the purpose of this Certification Programme, “capable” is defined as: once configured, the
product consistently measures and reports as expected under a variety of scenarios in the test environment.

Scope
The certification process involves ABC conducting various behaviour scenario tests in a controlled environment across commonly used combinations
of browser and operating system (OS).
The test environment has the following features:
- Testing covered desktop environments for display/banner advertising.
- Tests were run on Windows (7) and MAC OS X (10.10 Yosemite) at various screen resolutions.
- The following browsers were used: Firefox, Chrome, Safari and Internet Explorer 11.
- A viewable impression was defined as, for a standard ad format; at least 50% of the creative visible for at least one continuous second, and for large
ad formats; at least 30% of the creative visible for at least one continuous second.
- Testing for the first behaviour scenario covered up to three cross domain iFRAMEs.
- The scenarios are consistent for all products.

Outside of Scope
Our testing does not guarantee that the product will function in all browser or device combinations in live environments.
It should be noted that:
- Testing covered desktop environments for display/banner advertising.
- Testing was at a point in time, on a limited scale in our controlled environment and therefore does not reflect real life conditions such as multiple
campaigns running on multiple sites.
- The test programme did not seek to verify the scalability of the product.
- The test programme did not attempt to quantify the implementation time necessary for live use.
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